Moment of Truth

Each day you stand at a “Y” in the road and each day you make a decision. Your choice leads you toward something and away from something. What are your choices?

Repeating Yesterdays

1. No goals
2. Status Quo
3. Boredom
4. Stagnation
5. Burnout
6. Cynicism
7. Predictability
8. Making a living
9. Interruption driven
10. Daydreamer
11. Risk avoider
12. Problems
13. Situation victim
14. In motion
15. Has something to live on

Bright Tomorrows

1. New goals
2. Broad horizons
3. Excitement
4. Progress
5. Unending growth
6. Enjoyment
7. Adventure
8. Making a life
9. Priority driven
10. Vision builder
11. Risk accepter
12. Problems
13. Situation master
14. In direction
15. Has something to live for

• Take the road that demands the most of you.

• You can be tied with straws and think they’re chains.

• Accomplishment is your birthright. Limitations are adopted.

• High productivity often follows a sudden change of direction
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